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ON THE ODD PRIMARY COHOMOLOGY OF HIGHER
PROJECTIVE PLANES

MARK FOSKEY AND MICHAEL SLACK

Let X be an n-fold loop space. Working with an auxil-
iary space PpX analogous to the projective plane P2X, we
show that the existence of certain Steenrod connections in
H*(PpX;Fp) (p odd) implies the vanishing of certain corre-
sponding Dyer-Lashof operations in iJ*(X;Fp), and vice versa.

1. Introduction.

A useful property of the projective plane of an H-space is that the vanishing
of certain cup products in H*(P2X) implies the existance of certain related
nonzero reduced coproducts in H*(X) (see [BT]). In [KSW], Kuhn, Slack,
and Williams introduce the necessary theory to construct a space PpX with
the property that the Steenrod action on its cohomology bears a similar
relation to the Dyer-Lashof action on the homology of X. We develop this
relation at odd primes in this paper. In particular, our main theorem can
be summarized as follows:

Main Theorem. Suppose X is an n-fold loop space, 1 < n < 00. Then

there is a certain cofibration sequence

such that

1. For each x E Hq(X) there exist elements Qrx G Hpq+r(CnjPX) such
that Q*w = x whenever h*(σnw) = σnQrx, where σ is the suspension
isomorphism and

is an element of the opposite algebra to the Dyer-Lashof algebra.

2. Ifxe H2s+\P;X) and i*(χ) = σnx then

βVsx - u j * ( σ n + 1 g ( n _

where u is some undetermined unit in Fn

77
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The analogous result at the prime 2 was proved in [KSW].
Using this theorem and the long exact sequence of a cofibration it is easy

to see how the triviality of certain Steenrod operations in H*{P£X) can
imply the existence of nontrivial Dyer-Lashof operations in H*(X), and vice
versa. In [SI], the second author exploits this relation (in the stable case,
see Corollary 4.2) to prove the following result.

Theorem (Slack). If X is a connected infinite loop space [of finite type),
and all of the Dyer-Lashof operations are trivial on the mod p homology of
X, then X is mod p homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces.

The definitions of the spaces P£X and CnφX are briefly summarized in
Section 2. In Section 3 we define the elements Qrx and show how they relate
to the homology Dyer-Lashof operations, and in Section 4 we prove Part 2
of the Main Theorem. We conclude with an appendix giving the Nishida
relations as they apply to the external operations Qr, which are useful in
applications.

We summarize here some of the notational conventions used in this pa-
per. Let p be an odd prime, and take all homology and cohomology with
coefficients in the field Fp of p elements. Recall ([CLM]) that the ho-
mology of an n-fold loop space X admits certain Dyer-Lashof operations
Qr: Hq(X) -> Hpq+r(X). (We are using the lower notation of [CPS] in
which (2s(p_i)i> is defined to be Q^s+άegv^2v.) In this paper, all spaces will
be compactly generated Hausdorίf spaces with non-degenerate basepoint *,
and all maps will be based maps.

We would like to thank Nicholas Kuhn, Jim Lin, and Fred Cohen for many
helpful notes and conversations.

2. The construction of the projective planes.

In this section we recall relevant information from [KSW]. Let CnX denote
the standard approximation to ΩnΣnX of [Ma2, Mi]. It admits a filtration

X ~ CnΛX C CnaX C C CnX.

If there is a map Θ* : CnφX -> X extending the identity on X, then X is
called an H™-space, and there is a category Ή™ for which the objects are Hp-
spaces and the morphisms can be thought of as homotopy classes of maps
preserving the iϊ^-structure.1 From now on X will generally be assumed

1 Actually, they only preserve the H™-structure up to homotopy, but they come equipped
with prescribed classes of homotopies making the appropriate diagram commute.
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to be an ff^-space, and, in the main theorem, the hypothesis that X is an
n-fold loop space may be replaced by the somewhat weaker hypothesis that

There is a functor Ω n : 7ίp —ϊ Hp that, on objects, is the usual n-fold loop
space functor. It admits a left adjoint Pp: Hp —>> 7ίp that is constructed
(on objects) as follows. If X is an iϊ^-space, there are two natural retrac-
tions ΣnCn^pX —> ΣnX] one is Σnθ* and the other is the adjoint εn of the
composition

Cn,pX --> CnX —> Ω n Σ n X.

If Cn,pX is the cofiber of the inclusion X <—ϊ Cn}PX, then there is a map

h: ΣnCn,pX -> Σ n X, making the diagram

Λ. 1 λj Un^pΛ r ZJ Un^pΛ.

* —> ΣnX = ΣnX

homotopy commute; h is unique up to homotopy by the cofiber mapping

sequence. The higher projective plane PpX is defined to be the cofiber of

/z, and we thus have the cofibration sequence

p A > ZJ On,pΛ

of the Main Theorem.
By way of comparison, the ordinary projective plane P2X can be defined

as the cofiber of the map h determined by the commutative diagram

Σ(X V X) —> Σ(X xX) —> ΣX AX

-Σπi+Σμ-Σπ2 h

Σn V"

3. The external operations.

We now start to define the external operations Qr. We will begin by using the
calculation oΐ H*(CnX) in [CLM] to observe that H*(Cn,pX) can be viewed
as a particular direct summand of H*(CnX). We then use this information
to produce a specific basis for H^(Coo^pK(Z/p: s + q — 7)), in terms of which
we define a map

G: Cocpif (Z/p, s + q - 7) —> K(Z/p,p(s + q) - 2 7 ) .

(The roles of «s, g, and 7, will be explained shortly.) Then, after recalling
another map

έk '• Σ Cn+k,pX ~* CU:PΣ X,
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we define the external operations (Definition 3.3) in terms of εfc, G, and a
map / representing x G H*(X). We end the section by demonstrating some
of their properties.

In this section, r will denote s(p — 1) — 7, where 7 G {0,1}, so that
Qr: Hq(X) -> Hpq+r{X) will be defined on an ί/^-space provided s < n
and q + s is even. Recall ([CLM, III]) that, along with the Dyer-Lashof
operations Q r, the homology of CnX admits Browder operations

Xn-ι: Hq(CnX) <g>Hm(CnX) —> Hq+m+n_ι(CnX).

We will say that a Browder product of weight I is a composition of Browder
operations in which / (not necessarily distinct) variables appear; for instance,
λn_!(x, λn_!(x,y)) is a Browder product of weight 3. We recall that the
Browder operations are neither associative nor commutative.

Let η ~ ηι : X —> CnX and ηk: Cn^kX —» CnX be the respective in-
clusions. We then have the following proposition, which summarizes infor-
mation contained in Cohen's proof of the structure theorem for H*(CnX)
([CLM, III, Theorem 3.1]).

Proposition 3.1. The map (%)*: H^(Cn}kX) ~* H*(CnX) is one-to-one,
and the filtration on homology defined by FkH*(CnX) = i m ^ ) * is identical
to the following algebraic filtration: If λ is a Browder product of weight I
applied to elements of η*(H*(X)), then the filtration of Qri Qrt\ is p*l,
and, if a G FjH*(CnX) and b G FkH*(CnX) then a*b £ Fj+kH*(CnX),
where a*b is the Pontryagin product of a and b.

From this, along with the structure theorem for H*(CnX), it follows that
im(r7P)* C H*(CnX) can be written as A Θ B Θ (7, where A, J5, and C are
defined as follows.

B = {Qs(p-i)~Ίη*(x)\s > 0, (s + deg r) is even},

and C is the set {77*(xι) * * η*(xk) * λi * * λ t}, where Xi,... ,xk G
H*(X), λx,... , λt are Browder products of weight Zi,... , Zt respectively,
and 2 < k + lχ + + lt < p. Since 77* and (ηp)* are one-to-one, we can by
abuse of notation consider B Θ C as a decomposition of H*(Cn,pX). We can
then make

Definition 3.2. If v G Hq(X) and q + s is^even thei^the external homology
Dyer-Lashof operation Qs^p_^_Ίv G H*(Cn,pX) C H*{Cn,pX) is defined as
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If (X,θ%) G ObΉ™, then the structure map Θ* characterizes the internal

Dyer-Lashof operations in H*(X) by the formula

Qrv = (θZ).(Qrυ).

We also have

K(σnQrυ) = σnQrv.

To see this, first note that (εn)*(Qrυ) — 0 for otherwise the formula
i^n)*(Qrv) would define a natural positive-dimensional homology operation
on an arbitrary space, which is impossible. The formula then follows by a
simple diagram chase on the diagram from Section 2 defining h.

Now we come to the maps G and εk. From the point of view of the
theory of spectra, one way to think about G is that, when 7 = 0, the
existence of the G we want is essentially equivalent to the fact that the
mod p Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum admits the structure of an H^ ring
spectrum (as defined by Bruner et. al. [BMMS]). In [KSW], the analogous
key fact is the existence of an H^ ring spectrum structure on the mod 2
Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. In fact, using the methods of this paper and
of [KSW] it should be possible to generalize our main theorem to a theorem
on arbitrary H^ ring spectrums E, which would relate power operations in
the E* cohomology of a generalized projective plane to power operations in
the E* homology of the original space.

For our purposes, it is convenient to have an explicit description of G.
The main technical difficulty in the odd primary case which does not cause
a problem in the 2 primary case in [KSW] is the fact that C^^X is not
homotopy equivalent to the p-adic construction, DPX, whenp is odd (stably
it contains DPX as a wedge summand), whereas it is whenp = 2. This leads
to many possible choices for the definition of G in the odd primary case, and
it is important to carefully define the "correct" one.

To simplify notation let K — K(Z/p, s + q — 7). Then the fundamental
class L = £s+(?_7, its images under the Steenrod algebra, and their respective
products form a standard basis BH*(K) for H*(K)\ let its dual basis be
BH*(K), and let the element of BH*(K) dual to L bej/ .

By Theorem 3.1, H+φ^K) = FpH^C^^/F^^C^K). If we then
apply the structure theorem for H^C^X) ([CLM, I, 4.1]), it is not hard to
show that one gets a basis for H^CQQ^K) by totally ordering the elements
of BH*(K) and then defining the set ISH^C^pK) t o b e i U ΰ , where

A = {η*(ι)

vk eBH*(K),2<k<p,vl <v2< - <vk},

B = { Q s ( p _ ! ) _ 7 ^ e BH*{K),{s + άegv) even, s > 0,7 = 0 or 1}.
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We emphasize that the notation η*{vι) * ••• * η*(vk) for an element of

H^Coo^K) only makes sense via the isomorphism with

since COQ^K itself is not an H-space and thus admits no Pontryagin products.
We now let βff*(Cr

OO)Pi
;ί) be the dual basis to BH^COQ^K), and, for each

v in BH+φooφK), we denote the dual basis element by (v)dual. If 7 = 0
we then define G: Coo^pK(Z/p^s + q) —> K(Z/p,p(s + q)) to be the map
representing the cohomology class

where the sum runs over sequences ( ί 1 ? . . . , ίΛ) such that
1. k<p,

2. t\ + + tk — p, and

3. vtχ < ι/2 < < vtk in the ordering on BH*(K).
This definition makes sense since we have required that s + q be even.

If 7 - 1 then we defined: C^pKiZ/p.s + q- 1) -> K(Z/p,p(s + q) - 2)
to be the map representing the cohomology class

Now we consider the map έk. It is constructed in [KSW], and it fits into
a commutative diagram

εk

Cn,pΣ
kX <— Cn,pΣ

kX —+ QnΣn+kX

where εk is a map constructed in [Ma2] and e: Σ*Ω*Ύ —>• Y is the evaluation
map. If X is connected, so that CnX ~ ΩnΣnX, then εk may be seen as
"filtering" e.

One important fact about εk is that it commutes with the (homology)
Dyer-Lashof operations in the sense that

kΌ tΛ ~ /^(-*)(P-i)-7σ* v i f s ~ k > 7;
v ; y [0 otherwise.

This follows from the above commutative diagram combined with the stan-
dard fact that the Dyer-Lashof operations commute with the loop homomor-
phism induced by e (see, e.g., [CLM, III, Theorem 1.4]). We also note that
έk is still defined when n = 00.
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We now define the external cohomology operations.

Definition 3.3. Suppose 7 is an element of the set {0,1}, and s > 7 and
q > 0 are integers such that s + q is even. Let r = s(p — 1) — 7. For every
1 < n < 00 and any space X, let

Qr:H'(X)-+H™+r(Cn,pX)

be defined as follows. If x G Hq(X) is represented by / : X —>> K(Z/p,q),

let σ s ~ 7 (Q r x) be represented by the composite

+ q-Ί) —^U K(Z/p,p(s + q) - 27).

The element Q r ^ for r > 0 is sometimes denoted e r ® xp or e r / x in the
literature (the way our operations are defined, Qox φ eofx). We remark
for future reference that when s > n above, the operation Qr is trivial.

The next proposition relates our external cohomology operations Qr to
the external homology operations, via the Kronecker pairing ( , ). This
will make it reasonable to see Qr as a sort of "dual external Dyer-Lashof
operation".

Proposition 3.4. Suppose x G Hq{X) and υ 6 Hq{X). Then

in n \ ί(x,υ) ifr = rf;
(Qrx,Qr,v) = {

[0 ifrφr'.

Furthermore, if r = s(p — 1) — 7 > 0; then the element Qrx paired with any
Browder or Pontryagin product operation yields zero.

Proof. If r > 0 we assume by naturality that n = 00 and make the following
calculation. By the definition of Qrx,

Now, we have already observed how (ε s _ 7 )* commutes with the Qr. In
addition, for any map g: X —> Y, we have [Coog)^{Qrη^υ) = Qrg*{v*v)
[CLM], and hence
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Thus,

Here we let Qrx = 0 if r < 0. Now, by the construction of G, the last
quantity can be nonzero only if Q(s/_s+7)(p_1)_7/e5)cσ

s~7f*{v) equals either
u ' Qous+q or u ' Qp-2us+q-ii where u G Fp is some unit. In the former case,
7 = 7' = 0 and s — s1 = 0, and in the latter case, deg(e*σs~~7/*(v)) = s + g —7
must be odd for the Dyer-Lashof operation to be nontrivial, implying (since
s + q is even) that 7 = 1 . Thus 7 = 7' = 1 and s — sf — 0, and so in either
case s1 = s and 7' = 7, i.e., r' = r.

Now let us write r" for («s; — s + η)(p — 1) — 7' = 7(p — 1) — 7. Then

([G], ϋ Qr//Z>'s+g_7\ = n, so we need to show that

By linearity of the Dyer-Lashof operations it suffices to show
that e*σs~Ίf*(υ) — (x,v) ^ s + g - 7 , and, since Hs+q^Ί(K(Z/p,s + 9 — 7)) is
one-dimensional, this amounts to showing that (^s+g_7,e5leσ

s~7/5(ί(t;)) = (x,v).
This is easily seen to be true.

For the other formulas we are assuming r > 0, which means that Qrx is in
the kernel of the map H*(Cn^pX) -> H*(CιίPX) induced by inclusion. Thus
the pairing of Qrx with any Pontryagin product operation applied to (v,w)
must be zero. Similarly, since Qrx comes from the cohomology of Coo^X, it
must pair trivially with any Browder operation. D

It follows from Proposition 3.4, along with the formula for h*(σnQrυ),
that if h*(σny) = σnQrx for some x,y G H*(X), then (x,υ) = (y,Qrv) for
all v G H*(X). Equivalently, if h*(σny) = σnQ rx, then Q*y = α; as in Part 1
of the Main Theorem.

We close this section with the following lemma, which shows that the Qr

commute with ε*k just as one would want.

Lemma 3.5. Let k > 0 be an integer, let X be an H^+k -space, and choose

xeHq(X). Then

έ*k(Qs(p-l)-yσ X) — σ Q

for any 7 < s < n + k.
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Proof. As with Proposition 3.4, we assume n = oc by naturality, and we will
show that

Let x be represented by the map / : X -» K(Z/p,q), in which case σkx
will be represented by the map e o Σ Λ / : Σ*X -> K(Z/p,q + fc). Then, by
definition

Now, εj o ΣJ'εjfe = έj+k by construction (see [KSW]), and

by functoriality, so we actually have

σ"-^l(4 ( p _ 1 ) _ 7 σ Λ α;)=εl + s _ 7 (C 0 O , p Σ' ; + s -V) < t (^cc, P Σ s

But then e o Σ s~ 7e = 6, so in fact

D

4. The Main Theorem.

Part 1 of the Main Theorem has already been proved; here we restate Part 2
in slightly altered form. First we introduce the following convention. Sup-
pose Xι and x2 are two elements of an Fp-algebra (e.g. the modp cohomology
of a space). Then we say xλ = x2 if X\ — u x2 where u E Fp is a unit. This
is easily seen to be an equivalence relation.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose p is an odd prime and X G ObΉ™; with basic
cofibration sequence

Let n = 2s + 1 - δ for some ί e { 0 , l } and s > δ. If x e H2q+δ+n(P£X),
then

P ? + ' i i j ίσn+IQ,n-nι,-,wi
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where i*x = σnx defines x G H2q+δ(X).

We first prove Theorem 4.1 for the universal example X — K(Z/p, 2q + δ)

and x = 2̂9+«5; the universal example is then used to prove the theorem

for general X. We will prove the formulas for βVq+sΪ2q+δ and Vq+sΪ2q+δ

separately.

For the βVq+sΪ2q+δ formula we first consider the special case in which s =

ί = 0. Let l2q E H2q+ι (p£K{Z/p,2q + £)) be (the unique class) such that

i*(ϊ2q) = i2q] we know such a class exists because L2q is representable by an

infinite loop map, and hence h*(ί2q) = 0. We use the following commutative

diagram, where K(Z/p,t) is written Kt, n represents βVqt2q+ι, and E is the

homotopy fiber of K.

"

Here the map / represents the class i2ςn and the map fx exists by the
lifting property of a fibration since nfi represents

and is thus homotopically trivial. There is of course some indeterminacy in
the choice of fι we will begin with an arbitrary choice and then alter it as
necessary by maps factoring through the fiber.

We will give a specific construction of f2 making the leftmost square com-
mute, and then we can choose f'2 to be the adjoint of / 2. This will make
the rightmost square commute as well. (We will in general let g' denote the
adjoint of #, where g may either be a map X -> ΩY or ΣX -» Y.) The con-
struction of f2 will in turn be as the adjoint of a map CιiPK2q —> K2pq factor-
ing through Ω JS, and the key to the proof is that the image of t2pq in H* (ΩE)
is connected by the opposite Dyer-Lashof operation Ql to (Ωπ)*(^2g), and
that this connection is preserved by the map Cι^K2q -> ΩE.

First let us construct / 2. Because ΩK is homotopically trivial, ΩE ~
K2pq x K2q. Hence there is a map p: ΩE —> K2pq such that pΩX is homotopic
to the identity. We then define f2 to be the adjoint of the composition

~ ti Ω/i
Cl)PK2q ΩΈK2q ΩE

Thus, if we write p*(i2Pq) as just i2pq £ H*(ΩE), then f2 represents
σ(h'Y(Ωfι)*L2pq. Using the definitions of the various maps and the rela-
tionships between them, we then see that
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Hence to prove the theorem in this case we need only show that

(ΛT(Ω

We will do this by showing that

((Λ')*(Ω/i) t2OT, v) = I with ίi + • + ίfc = p,

[ 0 otherwise,

for any v in the basis

BHm{CltPK2q)

= {^(υi)* *y/*(v*)K,- - ,vk eBH*(K2q),2<k<p}.

It is easy to see that this characterizes QoL2q

We will be using the fact that ((/*')* ( Ω / i ) * ^ , υ) = {u2pq, {Ωf^^h')^),
and so we begin by considering L2pq. We claimed above that ι2pq was con-
nected to i2q by QQ. More precisely, let BH*(ΩE) be the obvious basis
consisting of products of elements of BH*(K(Z/p,2q)) with elements of
BH*(K(Z/p,2pq)), and let BH*(ΩE) be the dual basis. Then

( p \dual j_
\y2q) — L2pq

This follows from the well-known formula for the coproduct of i2pq in H*(E);
see [Za, §3]. We cannot simply choose a representation of ΩE as K2q x i^pg
to make the equality exact as does Zabrodsky, since the projection p: ΩE —>
i^2pg is constrained by the requirement that it be a retraction of the map
Ωλ.

Since (v2q)
άual = ι2Vq-> it will suffice to show, for v G BH*(Cι,pK2q), that

(Ω/i)*(Λ') v = i/^ifandonlyifi; = ^ ( z / ^ ) * * r ? ( ^ ) witht + +ί = p
We will prove the following formula:

which does the trick.
We begin with (/&')*. By considering how h was constructed (Section 2,

see [KSW] for details), we see that its adjoint ti fits into the following
commutative diagram.
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Here we note that ε[ is the map

Ci,pK2q -̂> CχK2q > ΩΣK2q,

where the second arrow is the usual equivalence of May [Ma2].

Let η*(υι) * *η*{vk) G BH*(CliPK2q) be given, and observe, since (εj)
is operation preserving, that

* -*η*(vk)) = (Σ#p)l(r?*(vi) * -*η*(vk)) - η*{yλ) * -*η*(vk).

Now (Σθp)1 is the composition

implying that (Σ#*)'+(7?*(?;i) * * η*(vk)) — 7?*(i>i * * vk) and hence

We will handle the two terms on the right hand separately, first altering fλ

by a map factoring through K2pq so that (L2pq, (Ωfι)*η*(vι * * vk)) — 0.
For each υ G BH2pq(K2q), let fυ: ΈK2q -> K2pq+i be the map representing
the cohomology class ((Ω/1)*^2p9,^*('y)) σ(i>dual), and take /i now to be the
map obtained from the original choice of fλ by subtracting the sum

veBH2pq(K2q)

using the H-structure of E. Redefine f2 accordingly. Then

for any υ in BH2pq{K2q) by the construction of fu and in particular,

(hpq, (V>fl)*V*{Vl * ' ' * * Vk)) = 0.

We now have to consider (ι2pq, (Ω/1)*(-r/*(υi) * * η*(vk))). By con-

struction,

(ΩπJίΩ/i)^ ^ (Ω/)(Ωi)»y ~ id,

and hence (Ωfι)*η*(υ) = v for any ?; G H*{K2q), where, on the right hand
side, v denotes 1 (£> v in H*(ΩE). Since Ω/i is an H-map, we see that
(Ω/i)*(-77#(υi) * * η*(υk)) = - ^ * * υk G H2pq{ίlE). Thus, putting
together our calculations of (Ω/x)* and (fo')*, we have (Ω/1) !te(h/) + (775)t('i;i) *

• * * V*(vk)) = - ^ i * * vk for any η*(vλ) * * r/*(^) G BH*(CUpK2q), as
we wanted.
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Consider now the case in which δ = 0 or 1 and s > 1. Theorem 4.1 of
[KSW] implies that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy.

Σn+1Cn,pK{Z/p,2q + δ)

Here, e represents one of two natural transformations, running either

pk

which are determined by the adjointness of P™ and Σ n with Ωn, respec-

tively. Since the choices of Ϊ2q+ι and £"2(g-H?-i)+i axe unique, one sees that

e*(ϊ2(q+s)) = ^g+j, and hence e*(βVqJrSl2{q+s)) = βVq+sϊ2q+δ By Lemma 3.5,

thus

j * ( σ n + 1 Q ( n _ 1 ) ( p _ 1 ) t 2 g + δ ) = j * ( Σ 2 ( c i i P e o ε n _i)) (σ2Q0t2(q+s))

= βV"+sϊ2q+δ.

In order to prove the formula Vq+sΪ2q+δ = i*

s > 0, we need only show the case in which n — 2 (and hence s = δ — 1).

Then the case for general n will follow by exactly the same argument as for

Because of the commutative diagram

, Ίq + 1) - ^ Σ-Z°°C2,rK(Z/p, 2q

PpK{Z/p, 2q + 1) — ' - + ΣΈ^Coo^KiZ/p, 2q

it suffices to show Vq+1hq+i = j*{σQp_2L2q+1) holds in H*(PpK(Z/p, 2q+l)).
The class ϊ2q+ι G H2q'i'1(PpK(Z/p,2q + 1)) is the unique element for

which i*ϊ2q+ι = 2̂g+i Since we have computed that βVqJrlϊ2q+ι Φ 0 in
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H*(P*K(Z/p, 2g+l)), the above diagram shows us that Vq+ιϊ2q+ι Φ 0. How-
ever, i*(Pq+1hq+i) — Vq+ιL2q+ι = 0 by the unstable condition; therefore, 0 φ
Vq+1Ϊ2q+i G imj*. On the other hand, because the space PpK(Z/p, 2q + 1)
has L-S category 2, all threefold cup products vanish in its cohomology, and
hence the image of

Vq+1l2q+1=%q+1 in

must be zero.
In order to simplify notation, let K = K(Z/p,2q + 1). Consider the

following commutative diagram.

Σ°°K

i
PPK = PPK

The discussion above implies that there is an element

for which j*p*(v) = Vq+1ϊ2q+ι φ 0. Since all (external) Pontryagin product
elements in the mod p homology of C^^K must come from the mod p
homology of C\ΦK, p*(v) must be equal (up to a unit in Fp) to Qp-2^2q-\-i^
since it is the only element in that degree which is in the image of p*. Thus
Vq+ιϊ2q+i = j*{QP-2L2q+ι) as desired.

For the general case, let / : X ->• K(Z/p, 2q + δ) represent x. Then The-
orem 6.1 of [KSW] implies that, for every choice of element x such that
i*(x) = σnx, there is a corresponding (unique) ϋf^-structure on / (note that
iΐi*(x) — 0, then x G im j * , and Vq+Sx = 0 by the unstable condition). Now
consider the following commutative diagram.

Σn+1cn,px

9 2q + δ)

By construction, f*(t2q+δ) = x, (P£f)*(ϊ2q+δ) = x and (CniPf)*(QrL2q+s) =
Qrx, and the result follows. QED

The following corollary is the stable version of Theorem 4.1. Recall
from [KSW] that there is a natural map Σ-nΣ°°Pp

nX ->• PPX for every
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X G ObΉ^°. The geometric filtration determined by these maps yields an

algebraic filtration of H*(PPX), and we define

Fk+ι = keτ{H*(PpX) -+ H*{YTkJT°P$X)}.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose p is an odd prime and X G ObΉ£° ; with basic

cofibration sequence

~ h i Ί —•

OQO^A )• 2J A > rpΛ > 2J2J OQO^A.

Zeί n = 25 + 1 - ί for some δ G {0,1} and s > δ. If x E H2q+δ (PPX), and
s > 0; then

^fiσ^Q^^^x) (mod F^+1),

= j^σ^Qίn-D^Dx) (mod F^+1),

z*x = σ°°x c/e/ines x G

Appendix: The Nishida relations.

The Nishida relations [NI, CLM], are formulas which relate the action of
Dyer-Lashof operations to the (adjoint) action of the Steenrod algebra on
H*{CnjPX). In computations using the main theorem it is helpful to have the
analogous formulas in cohomology. They are given in the next proposition.

Recall from Section 3 that H*(Cn,pX) = B 0 C, for certain submodules
B and C. Let Ann(β) C H*(Cn^pX) be the submodule of elements which
pair trivially with every element of B under the Kronecker pairing.

Let δ G {0,1} and define a function λ by X(2j + δ) — δ. Finally, let i i G F p

denote an undetermined unit.

Proposition A.I. The following formulas (where (i) is taken modAnn(jB)
in the case that r — 0) hold for every x G Hq(X).

(i)

(«:

VkQrx =

+ uλ(r -

)
βQir-γX -

i=0 \

[k/p] A

-1) Σ Γ

= Q2rX-

k

+

— pi

( Λ\( 10

k — pi — 1

j Qr+2{p-l)(k-pi)T:>tX

1 Qr+2{p-l){k-pi)-pβ'PlX.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the formulas in H*(DpK(Z/p,q)), with x = uq,
where they are dual to the usual Nishida formulas. D
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